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Although john steinbeck's the grapes of wrath was an immediate best seller when it was published in , it was not well
received in kern and tulare counties.

However, as Jim explains to Tom, that while he is still a God-fearing man, he no longer feels a divine calling
and has renounced priesthood. Tom agrees and sets off to continue on the social good that Jim had started. On
the other hand, the story is an appeal to political leaders that when the common working-class is put upon too
harshly, they will revolt. Feeling that he is no longer capable of providing financially for his family, Pa grows
angry and begins to shut himself off from the world. However, Ma refuses. His father, he says, struggles to
keep down solid food. In the novel, The Grapes of Wrath, author John Steinbeck presents the character Ma
Joad who serves an important role as the rock that keeps the family together. The family settles down for the
night at the first camp they come upon, a shanty of tents and shelters and the men strike up a conversation with
Floyd Knowles. When Tom is first introduced, he is portrayed as a negative character. She is self-centered and
expects to be catered to. The Structure of the Novel From its original publication date, the unusual way The
Grapes of Wrath was structured has been questioned by many of those who have read the novel in its entirety.
In fact, his initials J. Machines have no place in this relationship. In the beginning of the novel Tom lives his
life day by day, the future does concern him. Despite this, he is a man of action and the hero of the book. Rose
of Sharon goes into labor as the boxcar is on the verge of flooding. Tom is a kind man, however, he has a short
temper and is often vengeful. They were also farmers from Oklahoma that are now striving to find some good
work and success for their family in California. Still fearing the authorities, Tom continues to hide and his
mother leaves food for him. Despite an attempt by her mother to intervene, Rose of Sharon begins to wallow
in self-pity and life grows harder for the Joad family. Knowing that they are unable to leave their aging
patriarch behind, the family drugs the old man and loads him into the truck. Fella like that bust the holi-ness.
Rising Action Upon his release from prison, Tom resolves to keep to himself. Jim Casy expresses a social
theory that is later acted on by Ma and eventually adopted by Tom. Initially, Pa is regarded as the head of the
family, and is respected as such. Jim asks if it might be appropriate for him to join the Joad family on their
trek, and they agree without hesitation. The group is approached by a policeman and a businessman who offers
them employment. But it also offers a powerful social commentary, directly in the intercalary chapters and
indirectly in the places and people it portrays. This philosophy declares that, in order to survive, mankind must
band together and strive for unity. When the Joad family farm is lost to the bank, and the older Joad is unable
to provide for his family, he appears bewildered and lost. To build a wall, to build a house, a dam, and in the
wall and house and dam to put something of Manself, and to Manself take back something of the wall, the
house the dam; to take hard muscles from the lifting, to take the clear lines and form from conceiving. Tom
offers for Jim to join him on his journey home. In , this story was to have some of the readers against the ones
that kept the American people in poverty held responsible for their actions. The longer, sadder and more
proletarian book, Grapes of Wrath, tells the tale of the great migration of Midwestern farmers traveling to
California during the s. Summary In the throes of the Great Depression, Tom Joad hitchhikes through
Oklahoma after having recently been paroled from the local penitentiary.


